Hawaiian burial
grounds make way
for Ritz-Carlton

imposed to prevent disturbance of
these sites.
But their protests were ignored,
"and in 1986 Maui Land & Pineapple
announced plans to build a 450room, $80-million Ritz-Carlton hotel
KAPALUA, HAWAII-Native Hawaiians
have long opposed destruction of
on top of the Honokahua burial
their ancient burial grounds that lie grounds. A Native Hawaiian organiscattered throughout the Hawaiian zation, HuiAlanui 0 Makena, feeling
Islands. But excavation of the Hono- it was powerless to stop the hotel,
kahua sand dunes on the island of joined the state Office Of Hawaiian
Maui, where nearly 1,000 human Affairs in negotiating with the comskeletons have been dug up to make pany over how the burials should be
way for the Maui Ritz-Carlton Hotel, excavated.
Western archaeologists and physhas brought that long-simmering
ical anthropologists viewed the exdispute to full boil.
The controversy goes beyond the cavation as a stellar research oppordisruption of what experts believe tunity. But Hawaiians saw it as one
may be the islands' largest ancient culture satisfying its curiosity by
burial ground. It symbolizes both the desecrating another. As one
cultural clash between conquering Hawaiian woman commented, "It ofand indigenous peoples and the con- fends me when the bones of my antinuing struggle of Native Hawaiians cestors must still be studied and
to influence land-use decisions and catalogued, and we, as a race, reto maintain their claim of sovereign- duced to an abhorrent scientific
specimen."
ty over disputed lands.
Honokahua first made news in
Hawaiians particularly opposed
1973, when an archeological survey any plans that involved removing the
team discovered that Hawaiians had bones from Maui or altering them in
buried their dead in the dunes from any way for scientific study. Accordabout 900 A.D. to the early 1800s. In ing to Hui spokeswoman Dana
1974 the burial grounds were placed Naone Hall, Hawaiians want the
on the Hawaiian Register of Histori- bones reinterred on another part of
cal Places. But this did not stop the the island exactly as they were origburial ground owner, Maui Land & inally buried at Honokahua.
Pineapple Co., from selling sand conIn September 1987, the $4 million
taining bone fragments for use on a excavation project began. By the
close of last year, nearly 1,000 skelenearby golf course.
Native Hawaiians were outraged. tons had been dug from the sand,
They consider graveyards their most and public opposition mounted. Besacred lands. The interred bones fore Christmas, Native Hawaiians
contain the mana, or divine power, staged a 24-hour vigil outside Gov.
of their ancestors, and locals still re- John Waihee's mansion.
spect the kapu, or taboos, that were
Waihee, the state's first Native
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Hawaiian governor, joined the protesters in flatly opposing any construction on the burial grounds. He
called it "a moral issue." At his urging, the developer temporarily
halted the digging while Waihee's
administration searched for a solution to the dispute. But the developer, claiming there is no other
site for the hotel, later resumed the
excavation.
Native Hawaiians now hope to
stop construction on the burial
grounds by lobbying against renewal
of a special development permit that
is set to expire on February 27. They
want the bones reinterred at the site,
the estimated 500 remaining skeletons left alone and a monument
erected to commemorate their
struggle to save the burial grounds.
They also want the state to pass new
laws to protect Hawaii's remaining
burial grounds.
It's hard to determine who will
win. In Hawaii, intangible concepts
like cultural and spiritual heritage
have never prevailed over the more
concrete values of economic gain
and property rights. But if the state
ultimately permits construction of
the Ritz-Carlton on the Honokahua
burial grounds, some Hawaiians say
they will have reached a turning
point. Their days as quiet "natives"
will be over.
"We will not back down," Hall said.
"As Hawaiians, we have no option
other than to protect and preserve
that site. It's too basic to everything
about our culture that is being destroyed."
DO

O

-Joan Conrow

A new face for Sao Paulo
In one of her first acts as the mayor of Sao Paulo, Brazil, Luiza
Erundia da Souza changed some city laws. (In These Times, Dec.
7,1988.) According to El Periodista of Buenos Aires, bicyclists
and roller skaters are now allowed in Sao Paulo's Iberpuera park.
Gays can now enroll in the municipal ballet school. Graffiti, an
expression of the people, can no longer be erased from the buildings along city streets. Describing her philosophy as a mixture of
Christianity and Marxism, Erundia says, "Marxism is an tool of
analysis that can be used to attain justice, while the church offers
space for exercising solidarity and generosity."
Have a seat: The 911 Contemporary Arts Center in Seattle has
given window shoppers something to think about, a citywide
exhibit titled "Eyes of Love—Windows on AIDS." Pictured here is
"Feast for Bacchus" by Robert Yoder, a 26-year-old Seattle
sculptor. Susan Sagawa, who curated the show, describes her first
impressions of the Yoder window: "The table is full of glass
goblets, filled with grapes, fruit and foods. It just looks like a
banquet. Then you look close, and the knives are not the type you
use for food—they could really hurt you. You look closer and see
that everything is in a state of decay. You get this macabre feeling.
You get this feeling of nausea—something that is tempting and
luscious is really very nasty, and you say, 'What really is going on
here?'" Artist Yoder explains, "A lot of the things that I do deal
with attraction and repulsion. Sometimes there is a very thin line
between the two, and that line is what I aim for. When you look at
the window from a distance it looks attractive, but once you get
closer, you are looking at something very different. That is how I
feel about AIDS. You want to get close to someone, but there is
this fear. There is this attraction, but something is telling you to be
careful, to not just jump right into the first thing that you see."
Yoder's installation will be in the window of Mike's Old Clothes at
3414 Fremont Ave. N., until March 14.

Affordable housing
for the union
BOSTON-ln the coming months Congress will decide whether to amend
the Taft-Hartley Act and thereby legalize an innovative labor contract
negotiated here. Last December Boston's dynamic Hotel and Restaurant
Employees Union Local 26 pressed
hotel owners into agreeing to set up
the nation's first "affordable housing" trust fund for workers. The
problem is that Taft-Hartley—which
governs much of U.S. labor lawenumerates the kinds of union
trusts that can be established, and
a fund for affordable housing isn't
one of them.
The controversial measure,
which may become a model for
unions across the country, will provide money to help union members
pay for the up-front cost of renting
an apartment or the down payment
on a home. In Massachusetts the
average single-family home sells for
$219,000.
"It gets the unions back into the
communities, where they belong,"
says Bruce Marks, the local's housing program coordinator and
spokesman. "They should never
have left the communities. We're dealing where our members live— our
members are the communities."
The union had prepared for the
issue and the contract negotiations
over the last three years, both inside
and outside the local. Before the
agreement was reached, Local 26
members had threatened the city's
hotels with the first hotel strike ever
in Boston, one that would not be

easily forgotten. Local 26's charismatic president, Domenic Bozzotto, said
his members were organized not
only to picket outside, but also to go
into hotels and disrupt operations,
staging sit-ins and civil disobedience
actions, even handcuffing themselves to fixtures in hotel lobbies.
Housing costs in Boston have
risen an estimated 20 percent each
year over the last four years. The
union estimates that by the year
2000 the city will have gained 69,000
service jobs, but 32,000 rental units
will have been lost through condominium conversion.
About 60 percent of Local 26's
members work in the "back of the
house" as low-paid housekeepers
and dishwashers. The 3,500 workers

covered by the new contract are 55
percent women; 60 percent of the
members are minorities; 30 percent
are non-native English speakers.
The union included on its 165member negotiating committee
every ethnic and racial group found
among its members. "The myth is
that you can't organize immigrants,"
says one union supporter. "That's
wrong—those are the strongest
groups. That's the strongest coalition."
Employers resisted setting up the
fund, fearing it would set a precedent
for negotiations in other cities. They
argued that the trust fund violated
the Taft-Hartley Act and that they
could not agree to an illegal agreement.
The contract calls for an employer
contribution of 5 cents per hour
($500,000 over 18 months) to go into
a trust fund. If Congress fails to
amend Taft-Hartley within 18
months, the money will go into
another type of fund for union members.
The union does have support for
the amendment in Congress, but
passage is no sure bet with a sitting
Republican president. Local 26
spokesman Marks says that the Republicans have been calling for the
private sector to pick up the slack
on social problems. Now, Marks
says, the private sector is saying that
picking up the slack is illegal. "They
can't have it both ways," he says.
The next test will be on Capitol
Hill, where Sen. Edward Kennedy (DMA) will introduce the necessary
amendment to the Taft-Hartley Act.

First lady to run for president
Raquel Blandon has became the first women ever to run for president of Guatemala. Blandon, a 46-year-old lawyer, hopes to secure the nomination of the Christian Democratic Party (PDC).
Previously accused of being a left-wing extremist, she has been
the subject of fliers that say she is an armed revolutionary who
goes by the name "Comandante Claudia." Blandon supports the
Land for Peasants Movement and has demonstrated with
Guatemalan homeless women. Her two opponents for the PDC
nomination are party director Rene De Leon and Guatemalan
Foreign Minister Alfonso Cabrera, who is being supported by
Blandon's husband, President Vinicio Cerezo.

Thatcher's hatchet
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher seems to have found in Lord
Chaifont the right man to oversee Britain's Independent Broadcast Authority (IBA), the television regulatory body that is responsible for making sure that British broadcasters adhere to that
country's new and growing number of censorship regulations.
Former commoner Alun Gwynne-Jones is a one-time Labour Party
minister, military intelligence officer and journalist. More currently, Lord Chaifont has been the director of a private security
firm knpwn as Zeus. According to a recent report in the Obseruer
of London, between 1983 and 1985, Zeus was contracted by an
unknown entity to spy on anti-nuclear protestors. According to
the Q&seroer, one of those protesters, Hilda Murrell, "was later
found tnurdered in mysterious circumstances." Her murder remains tiflsolved. Lord Chaifont has been a supporter of the media
watch grdiip, Media Monitoring Unit, He wrote the introduction to
a UniFpainphlet that accuses the British news media of left-wing
bias and anti-Americanism.Lord Chaifont is also connected to;
Cornrnjttee for a Free World, the US. group that seeks to free
Latin America from the communist threat; the Institute for the
Study $ Terrorism, a British-based group that attacks the African
National Congress and supports the Rename rebel movement in
Mozambique; and Freedom in Sport, a group that works to retain
sporting links to South Africa.

Going for his heart
Last week the Gray Panthers of Philadelphia sent President
George Bush a Valentine package that included: a coat hanger for
"do-it-yourself abortions; 50 pennies to help reduce the deficit; a
gold-plated toilet seat to cut down hanky-panky defense contracting; an empty plate for the hungry; a large, sturdy box to be recycled as a shelter for the homeless; and sparklers for a thousand
points of light.

Out of site...
Ten years after the accident at Three Mile Island, problems with
the cleanup continue. The most recent controversy centers on
the fate of 2,3 million gallons of radioactive wastewater at the
plant site. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) recently
approved a plan by General Public Utilities Nuclear Corporation
to boil the water away in an evaporator. The resulting residue
would then be subject to further and more manageable waste
management. Critics say this disposal method has one problem:
the resulting steam would carry into the environment all of the
water's radioactive tritium (a radioactive isotope of hydrogen)
and traces of all of the other radioactive isotopes and chemicals.
The Susquehanna Valley Alliance, the local anti-nuclear group, is
appealing the NRC decision.

-Mark Feinberg
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